ABSTRACT: Multiplex genome editing is the simultaneous introduction of multiple distinct modifications to a given genome. Though in its infancy, maturation of this field will facilitate powerful new biomedical research approaches and will enable a host of far-reaching biological engineering applications, including new therapeutic modalities and industrial applications, as well as "genome writing" and deextinction efforts. In this Perspective, we focus on multiplex editing of large eukaryotic genomes. We describe the current state of multiplexed genome editing, the current limits of our ability to multiplex edits, and provide perspective on the many applications that fully realized multiplex editing technologies would enable in higher eukaryotic genomes. We offer a broad look at future directions, covering emergent CRISPR-based technologies, advances in intracellular delivery, and new DNA assembly approaches that may enable future genome editing on a massively multiplexed scale.
T he facile programmability of CRISPR systems has enabled rapid and widespread adoption, leading to the current revolution in nearly every aspect of genome editing, including multiplex editing. The evolved function of CRISPR systems as multipathogen defenses requires a system that is naturally multiplexable and readily adaptable to arbitrary target sequences. CRISPR RNAs functionally combine with CRISPR associated proteins (Cas) to provide antiviral immunity by targeting foreign nucleic sequences through a complementarity driven mechanism.
1,2 As a molecular tool, the ability to reprogram a single common effector protein through the use of small, trans-acting modular guide RNA (gRNA) sequences that target DNA via nucleobase pairing logic 3−6 is an elegant and near ideal solution to the problem of multiplexing, offering affordable and scalable sequence targeting. Older editing technologies required protein-based targeted factors that were large in coding size, and comparatively slow to generate. 7, 8 With the emergence and refinement of gRNA-targeted CRISPR technologies, we now have the prospect of multiplexing on a scale previously impossible to consider with pre-CRISPR editing technologies.
The field of genome editing will need to overcome several limitations that currently prevent highly multiplexed, genomewide editing of eukaryotic cells (Figure 1 ). First, new methods that mitigate or avoid the genotoxic stress of multiplex DNA cleavage will need to be developed. Parallel advances will be needed to increase the efficiency of multiplexed delivery while avoiding the cytotoxicity of current multiplex delivery strategies.
To edit large portions of a genome, hybrid methods utilizing bacterial DNA assembly methods to produce large CRISPRtargeted donor templates will need to be established, and the delivery of such large DNAs will need to be dramatically improved to see application in large-scale genome editing projects.
through multiplexed activation and/or repression of genes. 16−18 However, "multiplex" as used with regard to genome editing thus far describes a very small number of simultaneous edits. Published protocols only demonstrate modification of as many as seven 19 distinct genomic targets for SpCas9, and up to four with Cas9 orthologues such as Cpf1. 20 Even considering this small number of multiplex edits, with an increasing number of targets, the efficiency at each site decreases when compared to single target editing rates. Moreover, cells can only tolerate a relatively small number of simultaneous double strand breaks (DSBs) due to native DNA damage responses and apoptotic signaling. These factors enforce both procedural and scientific constraints on any effort that invokes multiplex editing.
The largest multiplex CRISPR-based editing effort was recently reported by our group, where targets within 62 porcine endogenous retroviral (PERV) sequences were modified to ablate PERV expression and production, a major barrier to adoption of pig-based organ transplant therapies. 21 However, this feat was enabled by the high sequence identity between distinct PERV elements, which allowed the use of just two distinct guide sequences with a single guide directing the majority of modifications. While the 62 PERV knockout effort was successful, issues of limited editing efficiency and genotoxicity enforced practical constraints on the development of this multiplexed genome editing protocol. First, acceptable modification rates were only achieved by long-term expression of editing agents from transposon-integrated expression units, as standard transfection was ineffective, and lentiviral integrants were silenced. Cas9 and gRNA expression units were integrated into the genome, with expression proceeding over 14 days. Standard approaches such as multiplex transfection or lentiviral integration, and shorter editing windows, failed to achieve a significant level of editing across multiple PERV loci. Second, the presence of multiple DSBs triggered apoptotic responses and limited the number of surviving, completely modified clones. Cells experiencing the most edits were likely depleted from the population via apoptosis. Thus, while a small number of clones with all PERV knockouts were isolated (8% of cells showed 60−100% PERV knockout rates), the overwhelming majority of surviving cells had less than 10% of PERV sequences edited. This genotoxicity-driven selective process raises concerns over the functionality of edited clones. Given the high expected toxicity of multiple DSBs, surviving clones might be expected to carry mutations that enable evasion of genotoxicity-driven apoptotic death, including in p53. Indeed, in cells known to be more sensitive to DSBs, such as pluripotent stem cells where even single DSBs can lead to apoptosis, some CRISPR-editing protocols call for treatment with p53 inhibitory agents. 22 Even in more robust cell lines, CRISPR nuclease-induced apoptosis may follow introduction of 23, 24 Finally, the presence of multiple simultaneous DSBs dramatically increases the chance of nonlethal but undesirable translocations. 25 These factors necessitate careful functional, karyotypic, or whole genome sequencing-based screening of clones, which further limits the scale and rapidity of multiplex editing efforts.
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Though far from ideal, protocols similar to that used in the PERV knockout effort could be adapted for distinct editing efforts of a similar scope. However, current editing approaches simply do not scale beyond a small number of distinct target sequences and are only practical in scenarios where project goals can tolerate a small number of surviving clones. Hypothetical future applications, whether academic, therapeutic, or industrial, will require substantially higher efficiency and survivability, with genomic modifications multiple orders of magnitude more numerous.
Strategies for Multiplex Guide RNA Expression. When considering edits across multiple distinct loci, multiplex genome editing using CRISPR requires the simultaneous presence of multiple guides inside the cell, which presents a major obstacle to successful multiplex editing in mammalian cells. Though several groups have developed methods that offer CRISPRbased multiplex editing, no single method currently exists to effectively deliver or express multiple guides with the efficiency and scale needed for massively multiplexed genome editing goals.
Early reports demonstrated that guide RNAs driven by independent RNA polymerase III transcriptional promoters could be functionally expressed in mammalian cells in a multiplex fashion. 4, 5 Advances in the molecular biology toolbox have greatly simplified the assembly of complex expression constructs with techniques such as golden gate cloning, which enabled the construction of Cas9 with 7 pol-III regulated gRNAs in a single construct. 19 Cotransfection of gRNAencoding material has also shown some success, with an early report demonstrating disruption of as many as five genes following cotransfection of gRNA-encoding PCR products. 14 Other work has combined the use of multiple distinct promoters with cotransfection techniques to simultaneously express as many as 12 gRNAs. 26 However, this method encounters multiplex scalability issues, as with increasing numbers of genomic targets, the repetitive nature of each transcriptional unit results in genetically unstable constructs prone to recombination in E. coli during propagation of plasmid constructs. Moreover, the use of separate promoters imposes an unwanted sequence size burden, further complicating delivery of multiplex expression constructs whether by methods of transfection or viral transduction. An alternative approach drives multiplex gRNA expression from a single transcriptional unit, freeing potentially large amounts of vector capacity. Such methods depend upon enzymatic processing at sites internal to the multiguide primary transcript to release individual gRNA units. This approach was demonstrated first through coexpression of the Csy4 enzyme, which natively processes CRISPR RNA transcripts. 27−29 More recently, Cpf1a class II CRISPR system orthologue of Cas9 30 has shown potential as a candidate for multiplex genome editing due to its ability to directly process gRNAs through a DNase-independent RNase domain. 20 Extensive efforts are being put into expanding the utility of Cpf1 via mutagenesis to alter and expand PAM motif recognition. 31 As a two-component system, Cpf1 provides an advantage over other single-construct methods, as it does not depend on separate expression of RNA endonucleases, though potentially removing a layer of processing-dependent system control. Other processing methods that can provide higher regulatory ability rely on endogenous processing mechanisms that function in trans, such as a gRNA adapted tRNAprocessing system, 32 or in cis through self-processing gRNAs cleaved and catalyzed by ribozymes flanking the gRNA. 29, 33 Finally, as discussed below, editing strategies that utilize purified CRISPR ribonucleic protein (RNP) complexes offer a simple mode of multiplexing guides through simple mixing of expressed gRNA material. 34−36 The potential limits of multiplex RNP delivery are currently unknown, though it is likely constrained by the stability of the RNP complex, the intracellular half-life of gRNA, and the number of molecules delivered per cell.
As the demand for CRISPR-based genome editing is increasingly applied to the areas of basic biology, biological engineering, and therapeutics, new methods to enable multiplex editing will be needed. Though all large multiplex efforts will require methods with increased levels of efficiency, scalability, and straightforward experimental implementation, researchers will have to consider the applicability of a given approach to their own system of interest.
Lessons from Bacterial Genome Engineering. To date, the most expansive examples of multiplex editing of intact genomes have come from bacterial systems, and were performed without the CRISPR components. Our lab and others have pushed the development of Multiplexed Automated Genome Engineering, or MAGE, 37 in multiple prokaryotic organisms. MAGE relies on the introduction of short, single strand DNA (ssDNA) oligos into cells expressing a singlestrand annealing protein (SSAP), such as the lambda phage beta protein. The SSAP acts at the replication fork to load the ssDNA oligos onto lagging-strand DNA, leading to their sequence incorporation concomitant with replication. The ability to mix a large number of distinct ssDNA species into a single round of MAGE, and to select or enrich for edited clones, combine with the high growth rate of many prokaryotic models to enable rapid iteration.
However, in higher eukaryotic cells, particularly those that suffer from comparatively slow growth rates and whose DNA replication and repair processes diverge from those of prokaryotes, MAGE may not be a directly transferrable approach. Even if every aspect of MAGE were applicable to a human genetic system, the scale of the editing task would be daunting. Considering coding sequence alone, an effort analogous to the ongoing multiyear "RE. coli" effort 38−40 if performed in human cells would require a roughly 5-fold greater number of edits, and this in a cellular system which propagates an order of magnitude more slowly. More generally, editing in a higher eukaryotic system must contend with a roughly 1000-fold larger genome in comparison to E. coli. While more modest multiplex editing would have a profound impact on basic research and therapeutics, the future of genome writing, recoding, and de-extinction research requires molecular tools that can handle gigabases (gb) of genetic material.
Despite these points of departure, the factors that enable MAGE to scale so effectively to bacterial genome engineering are worth considering. Future eukaryotic multiplex editing methods should possess (i) high per target modification efficiency, (ii) high-order, per round multiplexability, (iii) ease of programmability (preferably via base pairing), and (iv) short between-round recovery, enabling iterative modification over tractable experimental time scales. Finally, as discussed below, potential future methods of multiplex mammalian genome editing and genome writing may benefit directly from MAGE, with established pipelines of MAGE-based DNA editing serving as a front-end to downstream eukaryotic genome edits.
■ APPLICATIONS OF MULTIPLEX GENOME EDITING
New methods of multiplex editing will permit novel applications ranging from basic biological research to genetic therapeutics, industrial applications in metabolic engineering, and the synthetic biological aims of large scale genome writing and even de-extinction efforts. Practical approaches to safely and efficiently introducing arbitrarily large numbers of edits will be necessary for all of these.
Combinatorial Functional Genomic Methods. The ability to introduce combinations of polymorphic alleles into a genome, whether for specific clonal studies or in library fashion, would enable new methods of studying the genetics of complex traits, with applications in evolutionary biology, population genetics, and the basic biological study of human diseases. Haplotypes could be manipulated experimentally. Ancestral sequences could be reconstructed, and the functional impact of such changes could be evaluated in cell culture or even in animal models bearing homologous sequence changes across multiple variable loci. Sequencing data emerging from the field of cancer genomics has identified an astounding number of mutations arising in tumors, but the functional impact of any given sequence variant, and the interaction between such variants, has been difficult to ascertain. The ability to deconvolute the functional impact of any given set of mutations via editing would greatly enable the field of cancer biology.
Therapeutic Application of Multiplex Editing. Nearterm therapeutic applications of multiplex editing could be seen even with relatively few edits. The deletion of unwanted exons in diseases arising from splicing defects 41 can be achieved with as few as two multiplex DSBs. The engineering of T-cells for immunotherapeutic applications has been hotly pursued, 42 with a recent demonstration simultaneously disrupting three target genes whose activities confound the current generation of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) therapies. 43 To prevent offtarget graft-versus-host responses, reduce host-versus-graft immunity, and block immunosuppressive signaling, the researchers targeted TCR alpha subunit constant (TRAC), human leukocyte antigen class I (HLA-Is), and programmed death-1 (PD-1) genes for Cas9 nuclease disruption, respectively. Future applications may require many more. In the case of CAR T-cells, editing additional factors that complicate CAR therapeutic potential through non-PD-1 suppression pathways such as TIM-3, CTLA-4, or Lag-3, T-cell exhaustion, or suppressive cytokines like IL-10 may all serve to augment cancer immunotherapies. Receptors that mediate graft-versushost responses, and host-versus-graft antigens could also be targeted. A fully mature T-cell immunotherapeutic technology could potentially require modification of dozens of sites. A distinct cancer application of multiplex editing technology, as discussed above, may come from the study of mutations arising from cancer genomics. Applied clinically, a pipeline of functional interrogation via multiplex editing of sequence variants found in patient tumor samples, if executed rapidly, could be a powerful diagnostic and predictive tool.
The emerging field of CRISPR-based eukaryotic antiviral therapy 44 is another area where advances in multiplex editing provide a clear, near-term benefit. DNA viruses and retroviruses can be inactivated or destroyed via targeted viral genome modification, and this approach has been demonstrated for a number of viral classes, including HIV, HBV, and multiple Herpesviruses. 45−47 However, as shown with Cas9-targeting of HIV proviral genomes, the ability of viruses to rapidly evolve allows evasion of single-target approaches via mutations conferring resistance to cleavage. 45, 48 However, multiplex antiviral targeting can negate evasion at any single target site. This approach has proven to be effective in cell culture models of HIV infection; 45 HCMV, HSV-1, and EBV infection; 47 and HBV infection. 49 Antiviral activity can be further augmented by a combination of multiplex editing with simultaneous CRISPRbased transcriptional activation of native viral defenses. 50, 51 This strategy may benefit from methods that allow cleavage or transcriptional regulation from a single protein effector. 52 Advances in multiplex delivery and the safety of multiplex editing will further enable this emerging mode of antiviral therapy.
Finally, modifying host-versus-graft antigens in humansourced donor tissues is an area with a clear need for more advanced multiplex editing technologies. This need is even more pronounced in efforts to "humanize" nonhuman donor tissues, potentially requiring many more genome modifications than have been achieved thus far. Depending on donor material sourcing, the process of editing may be required to turn around edited cells within a short and therapeutically relevant time scale. And because donor tissues may persist in a recipient for decades, the fidelity of the editing process and the resulting functionality of edited cells will be of paramount importance.
Genome Writing. The announcement of the Genome Project Write (GP-write) consortium in 2016 formally ushered in a new era of genomics that moves beyond sequencing genomes and into ground-up writing of genomes. 53 The ambition of GP-write is to understand, design, and test living systems through large, truly genome-scale engineering. Pilot projects include engineering cancer-and virus-resistant mammalian cell lines for the production of biologics, immuno-compatible xenotransplantation, and genomes with new functionalities like biocontainment. The complete synthesis of the small bacterium Mycoplasma genitalium, the engineering and synthesis of large recoded Escherichia coli fragments, and the ongoing global efforts to synthesize the full genome of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae have set groundbreaking precedents that lay the groundwork for the ambitions of GP-write. 40,54−56 However, projects like GP-write, and so-called "de-extinction" genome-writing efforts, require, in addition to advances in DNA synthesis output and costeffectiveness, a large degree of multiplexability in gene editing, assembly, and delivery tools.
The nascent field of de-extinction seeks to revive extinct organisms through genome-writing technologies to engineer viable organisms from the ground up, beginning from limited genome sequence data. A range of motivations drives these efforts, from understanding the evolutionary history of extinct lineages and the genetic mutations and bottlenecks which accelerate extinction 57 to ecological restoration via reintroduction of extinct keystone species to mitigating the challenges brought about by the ongoing Anthropocene extinction wave. Our lab, in collaboration with Revive and Restore, a nonprofit partnership for the genetic rescue of endangered and extinct species, is working on the de-extinction of one of the most iconic Pleistocene animals, Mammuthus primigenius, or the woolly mammoth, an important species in maintaining the Pleistocene steppe ecosystem. Ongoing de-extinction efforts around the world now include the Passenger Pigeon and Health Hen, and preservation efforts for endangered species including the Northern White Rhino and Black-footed Ferret. The development of de-extinction technology would, for the first time in history, mean that bodily extinction of a species is no longer a terminal fate.
Species de-extinction without multiplexing is not feasible. Sequencing data from mammoths reveals a 99.78% identity to the modern Loxodonta af ricana (African elephant) genome at the level of protein sequence, and 0.6% different at the level of nucleic acid sequence.
58 Assuming a 3.3 gb size of the elephant genome, between 7.3 and 19.8 million nucleotide changes must be made to achieve full de-extinction, intraspecies variation notwithstanding. Recent sequencing of several more mammoth specimens placed the mammoth phylogenetically closer to the Asian, rather than the African, elephant, likely decreasing the expected editing burden. 59 Still the scale of such an editing goal dwarfs any genome engineering effort to date.
From basic biological and evolutionary studies, to ecological engineering and conservation projects, and nascent therapeutic modalities, the future application of genome editing technologies may impact every aspect of our world. To see full application, robust multiplex editing capabilities must be developed. The ability to massively multiplex modifications on a genomic scale will require fundamental improvements to methods of editing, delivery vehicles, and donor DNA construction.
Repetitive Genetic Elements. One field with an intrinsically low barrier to multiplex study is that of repetitive genetic elements (RGEs). Though early application of genome editing focused on protein coding genes, there is an increasing interest in developing methods to interrogate the noncoding complement of the genome. Projects such as the encyclopedia of DNA elements 60 (ENCODE) presented many intriguing observations linking chromatin structure, gene expression, and developmental timing to noncoding loci, including RGEs. Repetitive elements such as Alu, L1 retrotransposons, SVA, and human endogenous retroviruses (HERVs) may occur with 
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Perspective DOI: 10.1021/acschembio.7b00842 ACS Chem. Biol. XXXX, XXX, XXX−XXX ∼2700 to 1 million copies per genome, 61 representing a nontrivial portion of the total genomic sequence, and are a major source of sequence variation. Expression from such elements appears to be highly regulated, indicating that they may play important roles in biological processes. Such elements are suspected of roles in neurological diseases such as ataxia telangiectasia, 62 Rett syndrome, 63 and human cancers. 64 However, the study of these sequences is hampered by the inability to distinguish the effects of individual repeats, and to manipulate them at the level of DNA sequence. Targeting multiple RGEs with a small number of gRNAs may be relatively simple given high sequence conservation. However, such editing with current nuclease-based CRISPR protocols would result in an exceedingly large number of DSBs, and therefore high genotoxicity. Indeed, one study reported extreme toxicity while attempting to modify a repetitive sequence present in 151 copies in a cancer cell line. 23 Multiplex editing protocols that are intrinsically less cytotoxic must be developed if RGEs are to be studied thoroughly. Improved tools to alter the structure and expression of these elements is required to properly interrogate and assess the function of this major component of eukaryotic genomic structure.
■ METHODS OF MULTIPLEX GENOME EDITING
A host of different genome editing technologies based primarily around engineered Cas9 systems, but also including other CRISPR components such as Cpf1 and non-CRISPR microbial genome engineering methods, have seen rapid development in recent years ( Figure 2 ). Each technology brings specific capabilities and limitations with regard to multiplex editing, which will be explored in detail below.
Base Editing. One potentially powerful method is the recent development of base-editing technologies built upon the CRISPR platform, 65−67 which rely on deaminases to target specific bases for conversion. Deamination of a target cytosine to uracil leads to conversion to a thymidine by cellular DNA repair processes, enabling C → T (or G → A in the complementary strand) transitions of bases within the target window. And with the development of adenine base editors, evolved from a tRNA adenosine deaminase, enabling A → G transitions (or T → C in the complementary strand), it is now possible to target all single base transitions located at an appropriate distance from PAM sequences. As this nascent technology improves, increases in efficiency and target base specificity are expected.
Base editing offers a number of advantages, including the ability to generate sequence changes in a more defined manner than NHEJ, and with potentially greater efficiency than current methods of HDR. One especially intriguing property of base editor technology is that genomic edits are introduced without the generation of DSBs. This mechanism of editing not only reduces the genotoxicity that arises from cellular sensing of multiple DSBs but also mitigates the possibility of genomic translocations caused by improper relegation of mispaired ends during DNA repair. Base editors may thus offer a higher ceiling to multiplex editing as the process becomes limited more by delivery and editing efficiency than by toxicity.
Programmable Recombinases. Research into methods that increase nuclease-targeted homology-directed repair (HDR) in higher eukaryotic cells has been aggressively pursued since the very beginnings of genome editing. As an alternative cellular process to NHEJ, which introduces small, random, insertions or deletions following error-prone repair, HDR enables specified sequence changes through incorporation of an exogenous donor DNA template. 68 The ability to specify arbitrary sequence changes with high efficiency in the DNA of living cells would present a major improvement on the already revolutionary capabilities enabled by CRISPR technology. However, in practice, HDR rates are generally low in higher eukaryotic cells, precluding many applications that demand defined sequence changes. Despite the potential power of highefficiency HDR, and the great effort put into solving this problem, there is as yet no breakthrough solution to highefficiency multiplexable HDR. As discussed above, targeted base-editing technology holds great potential in generating defined sequence changes, but its multiplex efficiency and scalability are currently unknown.
An alternative approach to this problem would use sitespecific recombinases or integrases, functioning in a manner analogous to the widely used Cre recombinase 69 or piggybac transposase, 70 but with user-defined sequence specificity. Through the action of paired recombinase sites, potentially any sequence can be enzymatically deleted, inverted, inserted, or exchanged with base pair resolution. This approach has a number of theoretical advantages.
Whereas nuclease-based editing is mediated by stochastic endogenous DNA repair mechanisms, a recombinase-based approach directly performs targeted strand cleavage, exchange, and religation. Where HDR must compete with NHEJ at the site of repair, modification via a recombinase provides an inherently more predictable sequence outcome. Furthermore, natural rates of HDR vary greatly between genomic loci, are altered during the course of the cell cycle, and differ between cell types. Consistently high rates of homologous recombination are generally only achieved in cells artificially stalled during key points of the cell cycle, or in mutant cell lines that exhibit high basal rates of homologous recombination. 71, 72 A recombinase, as the sole mediator of editing, could potentially normalize modification rates independent of these variables. Additionally, as the majority of cells in the body are postmitotic and thus exhibit low HDR, donor-based gene conversion approaches may not be applicable in vivo in noncycling cells. 72, 73 A recombinase approach, or at least one that is fundamentally different from invocation of HDR process especially when enacted across multiple targetsmay be required for in vivo modification of postmitotic tissue cells.
Finally, whereas multiple DSBs are known to trigger apoptotic cellular responses, the catalytic mechanism of many recombinases appear less prone to induction of DNA damage responses and associated cellular toxicity. During recombination, the recombinase catalytic intermediate is covalently linked to the DNA backbone, with unlinked free ends held within the tetrameric recombinase complex, preventing detection by DNA damage surveillance proteins. 74 While prolonged expression of certain recombinases can negatively affect genome stability, 75 this may be avoided if expressed or delivered transiently as with nuclease-based editors.
Despite the potential of recombinase-based genome editing tools, and a two-decade history of recombinase engineering, even the best demonstrations of programmable recombinases to date have yet to achieve wider adoption as genome editing tools. Ideally, a recombinase technology should be (i) fully programmable to arbitrary DNA sequences, (ii) offer mechanistic control over recombination directionality, and (iii) operate with high efficiency. To date, no single recombinase technology satisfies these criteria.
Simple translation fusions of DNA-binding domains to integrases and transposases have been used to tether integration complexes to a target sequence, thereby increasing integration around that locus. Other efforts have used highly engineered chimeric recombinase fusions that attempt to replicate some aspects of native recombinase functionality, with fusion to zinc fingers, 76 TALE arrays, 77 and dCas9 78 having been demonstrated. However, all of these suffer from a host of defects that prevent their wider adoption, including low efficiency, catalytic domain-constrained sequence preferences, and lack of control over the directionality of the recombined product. As an obligate tetrameric enzymatic process, the orchestration of a recombinase reaction may prove technically challenging. 74 Not only must catalytic domains be active as chimera, they need to be appropriately spaced to interact in the context of the dimeric recombinase full-site and must also interact as tetramers in a manner that provides directional control over recombinase resolution. Additionally, the catalytic domain itself must impart minimal sequence preferences on the action of the chimeric enzyme. Further insights into catalytic domain sequence preferences, and basic enzymatic mechanisms, should inform future efforts to generate truly programmable recombinases.
In the absence of programmable recombinases, existing sitespecific enzymes may still have utility in large-scale editing efforts. Recombinases, perhaps best exemplified by the now ubiquitous Cre/loxP and Flp/FRT tyrosine recombinase systems, allow efficient exchange between donor DNA and the genome. 69 The difficulty in engineering the sequence recognition of recombinases generally limits their utility to cases of large integration or exchange events and necessitates pre-engineering of the target genome to contain the recombinase target site. For certain genome engineering goals, however, this may not be limiting. Through strategic use of expanded panels of orthogonal recombinases, such as the diverse set of characterized serine recombinases, 79 a pipeline based on orthogonal recombinase exchange events could enable certain bottom-up genome engineering goals.
Large Donor DNAs. An approach distinct from triggering multiplex editing events may be to manifest an identical sequence outcome by converting multiple positions simultaneously via large donor DNAs and homology-directed repair processes, triggered by a comparatively small number of DSB events. Alternatively, chromosomal regions could be altered via recombinase-mediated cassette exchange, inserting donor material through the action of engineered recombinases. Regardless of the means of introduction, the engineering of appropriate donor material must proceed on a scale relevant to multilocus editing goals.
DNA synthesis services today can generate sequences kilobases (kb) in length. However, donors of this size may only be of utility in cases where desired sequence edits are closely spaced, as direct synthesis beyond 1 kb can become costly. Thus, methods that can rapidly engineer DNAs on the order of tens to hundreds of kilobases are needed to address sequence variation in higher eukaryotic genomes. When considering the introduction of hundreds to millions of genomic modifications into a eukaryotic genome, experimental pipelines initially developed for prokaryotic genome-engineering efforts take on new relevance. 40 Several technologies with a high degree of multiplexing must be combined to streamline whole genome engineering. Thankfully, integrated protocols for introducing thousands of widely spaced edits into bacterial DNA have already been developed. MAGE (as described above) provides a scalable pipeline for engineering of sequence variants in E. coli. Combined with the availability of BAC libraries for a number of mammalian genomes, a process of high throughput MAGE editing in bacteria, followed by CAGE (conjugative assembly genome engineering) assembly of multiple MAGE-edited fragments, could rapidly build up edited donors of hundreds of kilobases prior to delivery into mammalian cells. 38 Multiple BAC-sized constructs could even be combined into donor material that approaches megabase (Mb) scale. The exo, beta, and gam genes from the λ-Red phage responsible for bacterial recombineering can process a double stranded DNA fragment to single stranded DNA, which can then be incorporated into the lagging strand during replication. Recently, a 100 kb DNA was cut out of the episomal vector via CRISPR/Cas9 and incorporated into the E. coli genome via λ-Red recombineering. 80 If many of these large fragments can be incorporated in close proximity, then excised via recombinases in a circular form, they can potentially be delivered to mammalian cells. Alternatively, DNA assembly in yeast can generate a complete 580 kb mycobacterium genome from 35 kb subgenomic fragments. 54 Yeast assembly may thus be extraordinarily useful for large-scale genome engineering.
Generating Large ssDNA. Irrespective of how large donors are constructed, the efficiency of integration must be maximized. In the absence of efficient programmable recombinases, or strategic use of their natural recombinase counterparts, HDR rates will need to be augmented. One approach to augmenting DSB-triggered HDR is the use of single-stranded DNA. Single-stranded DNA confers higher modification rates than double-strand DNA (dsDNA) and also minimizes the required length of sequence homology arms. 81, 82 Short ssDNA oligo deoxynucleotide (ssODN) donors are synthetically accessible at low cost, making their use popular in HDR editing 4, 5, 83 experiments. But given the still low and variable HDR rates, and direct competition of each event with error-prone NHEJ, multiplex HDR with ssODNs is practically unlikely to scale for even modest multiplex editing goals. Larger insertions require DNA donors that may not be as cost-effective to synthesize as ssODNs, or donors that are beyond current DNA synthesis length capabilities. Thus, bacterially produced plasmid or BAC DNA is typically used, and often in dsDNA form. This is despite the higher efficiency of ssDNA as a donor. The difficulty in isolating sufficient quantities of large, high quality ssDNA has limited the adoption of large ssDNA donor generation methods.
Current methods of producing large ssDNA donors rely on either production of phagemid constructs, primer extension and linear amplification of circular bacterial episome templates, or gel electrophoretic separation of large DNA strands. 81, 84, 85 Phagemid constructs are attractive, as standard plasmid cloning, arraying, and library generation methods can be applied directly to phagemid construction. However, excessively long M13 filamentous phage particles result in low production yields, especially if phagemid preparations are to be massively parallelized, with a practical limit to ssDNA phagemid length of roughly 10 kb. Linear ssDNA polymerization methods are similarly flexible and potentially scalable to multiple donor species, but here again donor length is constrained by the processivity of existing polymerases. Finally, though gel electrophoretic separation does allow isolation of large, multikilobase ssDNA donors, the procedure is laborious, low-yielding, and practically difficult to parallelize to genome-scale donor library production.
Emerging DNA synthesis technologies continue to push the envelope of synthetic DNA length and cost. If appropriately developed with novel in vitro assembly methods, synthetic DNA inputs could yield large, multikilobase ssDNA donors. Alternatively, novel recombinant DNA techniques that allow input of large dsDNA constructs such as BACs or YACs, and enzymatically manipulate the products to isolate specific strands, could be especially powerful.
Programmed Genome Rearrangement. Looking further afield, there is a range of natural processes that appear to generate large-scale genomic rearrangements and reductions in a programmed manner. Large-scale genome rearrangements occur in a number of organisms, and the mechanisms underlying these processes are only beginning to be understood. If the specific factors responsible for orchestrating programmed genome rearrangement can be identified and abstracted for use as molecular tools, then they may enable future genome-scale engineering efforts.
Millions of base pairs are eliminated from somatic tissues of the lamprey following programmed rearrangement. 86 And unicellar eukaryotic organisms, including the protozoans tetrahymena and oxytricha, undergo perhaps the most dramatic examples of genome-scale editing. The transcriptionally active "macronucleus" of these organisms is rearranged on a massive scale in comparison to the germline "micronucleus," with upward of 225 000 fragments being rearranged during macronuclear formation. 87 The reproduction and survival of the organism depends upon faithful execution of this program in every generation. Despite the thousands of fragments in play, the correct genomic products are rearranged with basepair resolution, genome wide. There is potential for the processes that mediate natural genome rearrangement to be adapted as genome engineering tools.
Orchestration of this process involves a multitude of cellular factors, which may converge noncoding RNAs and RNAi related pathways. 88, 89 This suggests a potential mechanism driven ultimately by the rules of nucleic acid base pairing and is consistent with the seeming sequence flexibility of the rearrangement process. Regardless of the molecular mechanistic details, the existence of such natural genome rearrangement processes is encouraging evidence that multiplex genetic alterations can occur on a truly genomic scale and demonstrates one potential route toward that goal. Further study into this mechanism is ongoing at laboratories around the world, and ultimate elucidation of such protozoan genome-rearrangement pathways may some day lead to a new class of genome engineering tools.
Multiplex Delivery. As emerging methods maximize the per guide efficiency of modifications, and minimize the toxicity of editing itself, our ability to multiplex may be constrained by our ability to deliver a requisitely large number of guides to target cells. Regardless of the specific mechanisms effecting genomic modifications, highly multiplexed editing goals will require methods of delivering more complex cargoes than those established for single or duplex editing experiments. Moreover, as any given method will carry theoretical and practical limits to the number of distinct gRNAs and donors that can be accommodated, large-scale genome editing efforts will likely require approaches to multiplex delivery that are sufficiently fast, cost-effective, and of low cytotoxicity such that they can be iterated over successive rounds of modification within experimentally tractable time scales.
One approach that offers simple multiplexing is delivery of expressed Cas9:gRNA ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes, whether by lipid nanoparticles 34, 36 or electroporation. 35 The direct delivery of editing material avoids potentially troublesome combinatorial, repeat DNA cloning steps for multiple gRNAs and allows simple premixing of in vitro transcribed sequences. Another advantage of this approach is the short halflife of the delivered material; cells experience nuclease activity within a short temporal window, which in addition to measurably reducing off-target effects, 34−36 may also reduce genotoxicity, potentially allowing frequent, repeat rounds of modification. Though only a small quantity of material is delivered, and is only present for a short time, the irreversible nature of error-prone NHEJ events makes RNP delivery a powerful approach to targeted gene knockout. RNP delivery has also been demonstrated for the Cas9-deaminase BE3. 90 The absence of DSB-triggered genotoxicity from this strategy may provide additional reductions in multiplex delivery toxicity, further enabling the development of iterative, RNP-based multiplex editing protocols.
Current approaches to RNP delivery rely on lipid nanoparticle transfection or electroporation. While effective for a given instance of modification, the cumulative toxicity of such methods may limit repeated rounds of modification over experimentally short times. Recent developments in ex vivo delivery may further enable multiplex editing. These include microfluidic approaches where passing cells at high speed through constrictions smaller than cell diameter results in transient disruption of cell membranes, allowing cargo in solution to pass through. 91 This approach has been further augmented by application of an electric field that disrupts nuclear membranes, permitting both cytoplasmic and nuclear delivery. 92 In addition, advances in nanomaterials are providing novel approaches to cell delivery. A substrate-only system includes the use of nanowires coated with molecules that are released when cells are penetrated during culture on the nanowire substrate, allowing codelivery of proteins and siRNAs. 93 Another system utilizes a nanofabricated substrate combined with laser pulse illumination, generating controlled microcavitation bubbles to transiently permeate cell membranes in close proximity to the substrate, allowing delivery of RNP-sized cargo. 94 In combination with improvements in cell viability compared to traditional methods (e.g., electroporation), these approaches may permit delivery of multiplex gene editing cargos at high efficiency into cells ex vivo, though large DNA cargos remain a delivery challenge.
Viral vectors offer distinct approaches to multiplex ex vivo delivery. Transduction with multiple low-capacity, nonintegrating viral vectors at once is one potential route. Choice of viral vector would be key, as production methods must not only scale to either parallel or pooled library production, but high multiplicity of infection must be both achievable (necessitating high production titers) and induce low innate intracellular antiviral responses. This would allow multiple viral genomes to transduce a given cell, and the transduction process might be iterated rapidly. A viral vector such as recombinant adenoassociated virus (rAAV) is one candidate for this, though new methods to augment coincident transduction events, and to reduce vector immune signaling, may be necessary to apply this approach within a pipeline of genome-scale editing. A distinct viral approach would utilize large DNA viral vectors like herpes simplex virus (HSV) amplicon vectors. The ∼150-kb packaging capacity of HSV replicons potentially offers the ability to deliver a large number of gRNAs on a single vector. However, if applied to genome-scale editing, upstream assembly of the vector, and the appropriate replication and packaging of such a large repetitive construct, may prove practically difficult.
Finally, where current cell culture and ex vivo approaches to delivery offer higher multiplex capacity, in vivo multiplex delivery capabilities are comparatively limited. General avenues for in vivo delivery of multiple simultaneous gene editors include nanoparticle (lipid, polymer), viral (AAV, lentivirus), and even whole tissue electroporation. 95 However, nanoparticles are constrained by the bioavailability of individual components across formulation methods; viral vectors are restricted by DNA cargo capacity (AAV) and unpredictable effects of genome integration (lentivirus), and electroporation is limited by physical accessibility of target tissues. Though the inability to introduce a very large number of changes in vivo is unlikely to be a barrier to any near therapeutic application, application of multiplex antiviral defense in vivo, though requiring relatively few edits, will face distinct delivery challenges and necessitate new multiplex delivery methods.
Delivery of Large DNAs. As discussed above, the use of large donor DNAs could enable effectively multiplexed higher eukaryotic genome editing. However, no matter how efficient edited donor generation pipelines become, all donor material must ultimately be delivered to mammalian cells with sufficient efficiency to recover modified clones. Genome-scale engineering may require repeated delivery of DNAs ranging from many hundreds of kilobases to megabases in size. However, established methods of introducing such large DNAs such as microinjection are very low throughput, toxic to recipients, and may subject the delivered material to mechanical shearing. Cell−cell fusion-based approaches may stabilize large DNAs during delivery but are themselves extremely inefficient. Barriers to fusion-based delivery include complications at the level of initial fusion with recipient cell bodies, and subsequent import or incorporation of DNA into the nucleus.
Large human artificial chromosomes (HACs) like chromosome 14 and 21 have been built and are essential to generating humanized animal models or to study phenotypes in the context of different haplotypes. 96 Traditionally, they have been delivered by microcell-mediated chromosome transfer (MMCT). MMCT is an arduous procedure that first requires transfer and manipulation of DNA into a recombinogenic line, followed by a series of culture treatments that result in condensation of chromatin and envelopment of chromosomal material in membrane-bound cell fragments, which are then fused to recipient cells via fusogens like polyethylene-glycol or virus-mediated agglutinization. 97 Following this demanding process, the efficiency of incorporation is extremely low, on the order of 1 × 10 −6 , precluding routine use as part of a genome-scale engineering effort.
Another delivery alternative recently reported involves the fusion of yeast spheroplasts (or cell-wall free yeast) with cultured mammalian cells. 98 The advantages of such a delivery system are attractive, as it may interface seamlessly with upstream MAGE and yeast-assembly methods. Though 1000-fold more efficient than MMCT, this yeast-based DNA delivery protocol is currently limited to roughly 0.1% in cultured cells. Higher efficiencies may be needed to cost-effectively apply this approach to genome engineering on the gigabase scale found in higher eukaryotic organisms.
One major bottleneck in this process may be the postfusion breakdown of the yeast nucleus in recipient cells. Yeast natively have a closed mitosis, and the release of yeast nucleus-borne genetic material, by as-yet undefined processes, is likely extremely inefficient. Moreover, the presence of large DNAs in the cytoplasmic space likely triggers cellular antiviral responses. Finally, the entire yeast nuclear content is delivered to recipient cells; unwanted yeast genomic DNA is incorporated into host cells alongside the desired material.
Future development of this system to enable yeast nuclear breakdown, or nucleus−nucleus fusion, as occurs naturally during yeast sexual reproduction, within the recipient cell, could dramatically increase transfer efficiency. Nucleus−nucleus fusion may also effectively evade certain antiviral responses. Finally, the development of methods to degrade, exclude, or otherwise negate the yeast genomic material in favor of the desired donor material would greatly increase the utility of this approach.
As with bacterial MAGE-based genome engineering, a mammalian genome writing campaign would use a tiered program of parallel engineering efforts, with modified genomic regions being built up in separate lineages, ultimately requiring hybridization of complementarily editing lines. To avoid the inefficiencies of MMCT at this stage, improvements in cell−cell fusion are especially attractive. Recently, the discovery of fusogenic peptide Myomixer and paired receptor Myomaker has been shown to mediate surprisingly efficient fusion between myoblasts, fibroblasts, or myoblast−fibroblast heterotypic cell fusions. 99 Strategies that augment target cell fusion, when applied to the delivery of large DNAs, could facilitate future genome-scale engineering.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Multiplexed genome editing as enabled by CRISPR-based tools has the potential to transform our ability to study complex biological problems and enable sophisticated therapeutic modalities. Extending bacterial and yeast genome engineering protocols to the generation of edited mammalian donors may enable actual genome-scale engineering when combined with CRISPR-guided genomic integration. Multiplexing DNA synthesis, editing, assembly, and delivery technologies are at the core of streamlining large genome engineering such as the projects envisioned by GP-write and required for de-extinction efforts. These future applications require fundamental improvements and new developments to the effectors of editing, the production of donor material, and the delivery of both. In the coming years, progress on these fronts will foster a new era of genome biology, where researchers gain the ability to systematically alter genomes on a massive scale 
